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Evaluation of academic quality in progress
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

Hilo threatened
A half-mile-wide lava flow
rumbled to within six miles of
homes near the city of Hilo, Hawaii
Wednesday - its movement slowed by a vast forest.
Nervous residents downhill
from spewing Mauna Loa - the
world's largest active volcano made plans to evacuate if the
molten rock moved closer.

rosecutor for Meese
A special prosecutor will inthe full range of allegaagainst Attorney GeneralEdwin Meese Ill, inuding whether he got federal jobs
his financial benefactors and
t he knew about how the 1980
•~lea~~an campaign obtained opposicampaign documents.
Attorney General William
nch Smith's dec ision to ask a
judge panel to name the
al prosecutor was welcomed by
ides: President Reagan, Meese
Meese' s supporters and opnents on the Senate Judici ary
,
ttee.
Picking a prosecutor may take
ut a week, and the prosecutor
ay take as long as he wants.

ornadoes take toll
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At least 24 people were feared
and hundreds injured Wednesas tornadoes ripped through
rth and South Carolina.
Officials fear the death toll
be higher, as rescue workers or
ational guardsmen searched
kage early today in both states.

Hart takes Conn.

Gary Hart won an overwhelmvictory over Walter Mondale in
Connecticut primary Tuesday,
ng vital momentum to his
for the Democratic presidennomination going into the biground so far- New York.
With all 100 percent of the 722
· s reporting, Hart had
,915 votes or 53 percent, Monhad 63,963 or 29 percent and
had 25,833 or 12 percent.
other six percent was scattered
candidates who have dropout of the race.
In the battle for the 52 national
••·~nn·v"~··;~.~ delegates at stake in
• ...,I'J(:onrtect:icut Hart won 33 delegates
~~~.:;.;.. .--:~
Mondale;s 18 and Jackson had

350-400
C4-C6

Demos debate
The three Democratic contenders clashed Wednesday in a TV
over foreign policy and t.he
of USA military force - w1th
Vice President Walter Manand Sen. Gdry Hart hotly bateach other, and the Rev· Jesse
....,..,.,,..,,1"~·,~~ critici.dng both.
CBS News' Dan Rather moderated the one-hour event, six days
before Tuesday's crucial New York
State primary.
The debate, held in New York,
the first network-sponsor~d
debate since Kennedy-Nixon 111
1960.

liard Day's Week
.

The Pacifican wishes to extend

~s regrets for the problems with tot ay's P~per. Yesterday, our aging
machine broke down
(aYPesetttng
.
t' &am) forcing some emergency ac-

•ons. We would like to thank the
~ro~uction staff for their enduring
tht•ence and hard work. A special
M~nks goes to Donna Morris at
•ni Merchant Publication Inc.

March 30, 1984

A significant evaluation of the
University is now in progress. This
came as a result of a series of
m~e~ings. between the regents, admmJstratlOn and faculty.
The Executive Board of the
Academic Council (a faculty
representative body) and the Board of
Regents Academic Affairs Commit-

·

tee (a subcommittee of the Regents)
met March 21 on the Stockton campus to discuss the faculty recommendations in a 40-page docl'"TTent entitled "Academic Quality at the
University of the Pacifi( "
The debate over confidence in
the President last December spurred
the two bodies to meet in January to
discuss faculty concern over academic
excellence at the University. The
committee then requested the board

School of Ed dean sought
Lynette Leinfelder
Staff Writer
A nation-wide search is being
conducted for a new dean of the
School of Education, according to
the Search Committee chairman, Dr.
Heath Lowry, and undergraduate
representataive, Jessica Hayes. Invitation announcements have been
p. , ! 111 several professional journals with an application pustmark
deadline set for March 31, Dr. Lowry
said.
The announcement outlines the
basic qualities required. To qualify
for the position, the applicant should
possess a doctoral dt:._gree. A~
minisnativl! and teaching experience
is e,·, · · at the university, secondary ••••u ~~~.mary levels and experil'nce ·,, · ...
rivate universities is
especial~\. vduable. It is also noted
that the can01date should embody the
ability to appreciate and understand
the satisfactiOns and complexities of
community involvement in a multiracial environment, while fostering
educational research and productivity
amongst the faculty. The announcement further states that measures
of professional accomplishment are

welcomed and advantageous. Women
and minority persons are encouraged
to apply and it is explicitly noted that
the University is an affirmative action
Equal Opportunity Employer exercising no discrimination. The announcement was approved by the
Search Committee prior to its release
with only one deletion from th~
original draft regarding the age of the

Staff Writer
Although it has been nearly five
months after The Day After, the
ABC television movie depicting a
nuclear holocaust, reactions and survey results still are being collected by
UOP's Academic Skills Center.
The Nuclear War Attitude Survey (NWAS) was one s~ch s.tudy.
The purpose of th~ questionnaire was
to document reaction before and after the TV program, The Day Aft.er,
and to compare results between htgh
school, college, and "older adult"
groups.
.
.
The initial questJonnatre was
dispersed and completed within two
weeks prior to the Nov. 20 program
and one week following the program.
Each participant complet~d bo~h the
1·nitial and follow-up quesuonna!re.
Colleges that participated m the
survey included Delta <?olle.ge,
Stanislaus State, Stanford Un!~ers•tY,
d the University of the Pacific. All
~~liege participants ~igned consent
forms, and participation wa~ .volun:
tary. Uop had 161 participants,
.
d
Delta, 217; Stanford, 1.01, ~n h
Stanislaus, 242.
Includmg
g
schools and other random surve~~·
there were a total of 1,284 partiCIpants, 47.2 percent being made and
52 8 being female.
f
.
1 ne following results re er to
some of the more important
questions asked in the survey:
37 3 percent of UOP students
believed before the TV pr?gram, th~t
nuclear war in the next ftfty years IS
"somewhat likely.,
After •he
showing, that percentage ros~
slightly to 39.1 p:rcent. I
ds to the same questiOn, 7. 5 perregar f UOP students believed that
~~~~e~r war is "very unlikely" bef~re
the showing; after, the percentage mcreased to 8. 7.
f the .t otal college
89 6 percent o
s. believed that nuclear war c~n
group
ted after viewing the mov.te,
be preven
d
1 nPrcent mwhich represente a
'e'' survey.
h "before the movl
crease from t e
t of the total group
12.4 percen
. that there: are
felt before the movte
•

last few months. "
Wood said the committee does
not have a decision-making role and
can only submit faculty recommendations for approval by the regents.
He said he did not intend to discuss
the rationale for the faculty recommendations. He added that the committee wants to be informed of the
latest developments and would
"present any proper recommendations for action \:lv the Board."
The committee felt the regents
would probably not agree with the
provision of shared authority, while
they do support the practice of involving the faculty in the discussion
of university policies. Currently, the
Board of Regents is granted the
authority to review and set university
policy.
The committee also said the
regents had decided it would be inappropriate to have faculty and student
representation on its board since both
are "interested " parties of the
policies being made. However, com-

mittee members appeared receptive
to the idea of faculty reptesentation
on their own committee.
Academic Council Chair John
Smith termed the meeting as
"moderately successful" in that the
regents. administratnrs :~nd fanilt v
who attended the meeting did agree the
Universitv i. invntve 1 ir ·· ln.lg-teJlll
process "1110 111a1 we a , (' ll 't ~oD ing to
zero in on a problem and give it a
quick-fix and be done. "
Academic Vice P t·esideli t Oscm
T. Jarvis said, "What we've uone is
identified the areas that need to be
addressed." Smith said the Academic
Council will use these recommendations as part of its agenda for the
next year. "The major importance of
this paper is going to be as a working
document for the faculty," said
Smith.
President Stanley E. McCaffrey
said that while the committee did not
take any action as a direct result of
the document. he did nlun tn respond
(continued on pal(e 8. column 1)

candid~te.

The Search Committee consists
of eight people aside from Dr. Lowry
and Jessica Hayes. There is also one
representative from each of the five
departments within the School of
Education, one graduate representative, a member from the faculty at
large and the head of the Alumni
Council for the School of Education.
Dr. Lowry mentioned that they
have currently received approximately 50 applications. A subcommittee of four will open and
screen each one to determine whether
they are complete. The applicant will
then be acknowledged.
The next step will' involve each
member of the Search Committee to
read and assess every application.
The top three choices will then be
(continued on page 8, column 3)

Pre/post 'The Day After'
opinions on nuclear war
By John McCormack

to present a detailed list of recommendations at the March meetine.
A document which utilized
various academic research sources its
drafting,
was
distributed
early this month. The document
contained the rationale for each of
the areas under consideration and ineluded recommendations to improve
the UOP faculty, students, administration, planning processes,
priority setting, entrance requirements,
reputation and to establish shared
authority between the regents and the
faculty in the decision-making
processes.
Committee Chair Carlos C.
Wood addressed some of the recommendations at the meeting and
recognized the importance of the
document. He then recommended the
faculty and administration "take
steps to make the necessary
procedural and other professional
and administrative changes" so the
committee could address "other matters that have been neglected these

causes worth fighting a nuclear war
for. That percentage decreased to
11.1 percent after the movie.
57.2 percent of UOP students
surveyed believed that they themselves could do something that might
aid in the prevention of nuclear war.
42.8 percent believed they could not.
Those participants who believed they
(continued on page 8, column 4)

New ASUOP officers are initiated
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

problems and with a Senate which
was not a "rubber stamp." Vila
spoke mainly of his concern tor the
future of ASUOP. Vila hopes the
new administration can rectify the
student held misperception of
ASUOP as a closed organization.
Vila noted changes within the
Senate this year, which included the
establishment of the Judicial Branch

The Tseng Administration has
begun.
ASUOP
Recently
elected
President Jerry Tseng a nd Vice
Prestdent Ken Abdalla were initiated
into their offices in a "Changing of
the Guards'' ceremony last Tuesday
evening in the Redwood Room.
The ceremony occured during a
student Senate meeting. Tseng
moved to dispose of all Senate
business to initiate the ceremony.
Former ASUOP President Sco~t Vila
handed over his ASUOP keys to
Tseng, and Tseng relinquished his
Senate chair gavel to Abdalla. The i
three also spoke briefly in the :C
ceremony which lasted only about ten ~
minutes.
Q
Tseng, Abdalla and Vila ex- :fi
pressed their enthusiasm in their new ~
roles during a reception which f
followed the ceremony. Vila will
remain active in his service to
"I thank Scott for the
ASUOP, especially in his role as
chair of the newly established Senate
example he's been and I
Review Committee.
hope I can continue his
Vila opc:::ed the ceremony and
example."
briefly spoke about his term as
-- Jerry Tseng
president. He was pleased he could
work with students to resolve

and the Senate Review Committee.
He said, "Changes won't do any
good unless they're put into effect.
The Vila Administration has made
those changes. Now it' s up to the
Tseng and Abdalla Administration to
make them work."
Vila recommended the incoming
officers not be afraid to "tackle an
issue" even though their stands may
be unpopular. He also advised them
to not forget their ultimate responsibility and service to the students of
the university.
Tseng said he has experienced
much personal, mental and spiritual
growth. He also has seen growth and
changes within ASUOP and looks
forward to witnessing the continued
growth of ASUOP.
Tseng recognized the Associated
Students consist of student~ to serve
the students. He then acknowledged
the Senate and thanked Vila. "I
thank Scott for the example he's been
and I hope I can continue his example.''
Abdalla was welcomed into office and said, "l hope you will be as
good a Senate as you were under
Jerry's term ." Abdalla concluded
the ceremony by urging the Senators
"to have fun, but most of all, usc this
time as a learning experien ce ."

UOP crime update: 98°/o increase in property loss
By John McCormack
Staff Writer
Although the annual crime
report for 1983 won't officially be
released for another couple of weeks,
The Pacifican obtained \the 43-page
document for a sneak preview, and
the results and statistics are
staggering.
From 1982 to 1983. there was a
28117o increase in the number of crimes
reported, and a 98% increase in the
total dollar property loss.
In spite of the fact that the
outlook for the Department of Public
Safety was bleak at best, an incredible
584% increase in recovered .stolen
property,, and a 29~o reductiOn in
violent cnmes was achteved.
When Askew s.po-~ · about the
total number of crimes reported, he
broke them into three separate
categories: "Crimes Against Property" "Violent Crimes" and "Other
Cri:nes". "Other Crimes" are all
those crimes that are non-violent and
non-theft.
There were a total of 439 "Other
Crimes" in 1983. Vandalism accounted for the greatest number with a
total of 113. On a positive note, there
were no cases of simple assault, and
only six violations of drunken
driving.
.
,,
"Crimes Agamst Property
represented the next highest amount
of crime with a total of 3~6 ca~es
reported in 1983. Property cnmes mclude such felonies as arson, auto
burglaries, auto theft, petty theft and
grand tfi.eft.

Petty theft against UOP proper~ cases of assault with a deadly
ty was only 16.7% of the total. Hot weapon, three robberies, three
items in petty theft included currency aggravated assaults, one attempted
and negotiable notes ($57,237), stolen rape and one successful rape. On the
motor vehicles ($40,660), television, brighter side, there were no homicides
radios and stereos ($25,478), and reported.
such miscellaneous items as books,
It should also be noted that in
bikes, auto parts and umbrellas 1982 there were 2,000 miscellaneous
($37,016) . There was a total of reports taken. These include such
$168,925 in stolen property, of which things as accidents , suspicious per$43,014 v:~5 n~covered.
sons and suspicious circumstances. In
In 1983. there were 12 cas~!i_ of · 1983 there were 3,936 such reports
violent crimes reported to the UOP taken, an increase of 97%. This
Department of Public Safely: four represents a new level of awareness

Total
1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

that the UOP campus community has
achieved. As a result of this new
"awareness," 73 arrests were made,
most being of the adult persuasion.
The entire 1983 crime summary
report will be available in the next
couple of weeks, according to Askew .
It is definitely worth picking up a
copy, so as to stay informed as to
what is going on around campus in
the way of crime - ''Something we
should all be well aware ol',"
suggested Askew.

Loss
~ 77,249

61,512

90,282

85,264

168,925

----
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EDITORIAL
Pacific P'can future questioned
Talks
By Kelly Olsen
Photos by Tim Sweeney
Do you think there is a cocaine
roblem on UOP's campus?

Greg Woehrle
Freshman
SBPA
Yes, I really think there is a
problem. I know a l_ot of people
use cocaine on our campus. There
are a lot of people who do it to be
"socially in." I think something
should definitely be done about it. I
think it's a problem that shouldn't
go unnoticed, because for those
people that are involved it causes
habits that take a lot of money and
that puts people in big financial
trouble.

Damon Lanier
Junior
Broadcast Communication
UOP is considered the rich
school around. So you would think
you would see a lot around; but I
think you see it more around the
more prosperous people on campus, not among the general student
body. There are a lot of rumors
about the fraternities doing a lot of
cocaine but I really don't see a lot
of that. l think that drugs are a
problem throughout America and
college students have more
pressure than normal people. That
may be the reason why a drug
problem would be more prevalent
on a college campus.

Linda Vego
Senior
History
I don't think it's a problem,
because people can't afford it.
Although I would say it is abused
in the Greek System more than
anywhere else. On this campus
overall I really don't see it abused
that much. I think some people
spend a lot more money on it than
they should . I had a friend at
another college who sniffed his entire student loan.

Craig Hirst
Senior
SBPA
I have a feeling there is a
problem with any chemical substance, including alcohol. when
there is widespread use and abuse
of it. I think there is a problem
here. There are a number of people
who will abuse anything, and that's
just life.

The administration is about to write another chapter in the
bizarre story of The Pacifican. Many student-s on The Pacifican
staff are worried that this may be the final chapter for the
student-run free press on Pacific's campus.
Before I explain the plot of the latest chapter I should review
the saga of The Pacifican since the early 70's.
The Pacifican used to be under the con~rol of ASUOP with
the student body President hiring and firing the Editor-in-Chief.
This changed in the early 70's when an Editor-in-Chief and an
ASUOP President clashed over what the paper could and
couldn't print. The administration decided to appoint ·
Publications Board to act as publisher of the paper to resolve this'
conflict. This Pub Board is made up of representatives from
ASUOP, the administration, the faculty and The Pacifican ~taff.
This Board held together by a delicate balance, has encountered many problems in its decade of existence. The major controversies have included:
*A 1976 cover story in which the paper exposed a co-ed
prostitution service in operation at Grace Covell. The story turned out to be bogus and a staff shake-up followed.
*A 1980 April Fool's issue in which President McCaffrey
was reported slain. A h1,1ge picture of a dead jogger accompanied
the story. Many faculty and administration could not find any
humor in the paper.
*The 1982 term paper ad fiasco. The administration felt the
ad violated University ethics by offering pre-written term papers
for sale while Editor-in-Chief Gregg Goldman felt he had a First
Amendment right to run the ad. Goldman bowed to Pub Board
pressure and stopped the ad but only after the issue gained
national media exposure.
*The most publicized trouble, the Goldman firing. This occurred when former 1982-83 Editor-in-Chief Goldman was fired
and charged with six counts of forgery and one count of grand
theft. Authorities estimated that over $40,000 was missing, while
the paper had fallen into a $100,000 debt under the Goldman administration. Goldman's pre-trial ended last month and he will go
. to court on \pril 9th to enter a plea.
Criticism of the administration, which appeared in this
semester's editorial page along with the above mentioned
problems, has made several members of the Pub Board feel that
some radical changes should be inade.
Pub Board members have raised several questions concerning the paper. What real power does the Pub Board have if it
doesn't have final editorial say like most publishers do? Should
the Board take financial and legal liability if it has no real power
over the paper? Is the student newspaper currently representative
of a quality academic institution? Should the paper's objective
be that of an educational experience, and as so, is it currently
providing this?
1
Several ideas hav e been discussed at the last Pub Board
meeting. Doyle Minden, chairman of the Board ·and ad-.
ministrative representative, along with Dick Etlinger, faculty
representative, have suggested that one of two thjngs be done: 1)
the paper be cut free of University ties and go back under
ASUOP or off-campus on its own. 2) place the paper directly under. the supervision and control of the UOP Communications
Department.
ASUOP President Scott Vila has already informed The
Pacifican that ASUOP has no plans to take any more responsibility than it already has. The paper does not have the funds
nor the personnel to survive off-campus, so the first idea is a
dead-end street. Hal Hansen, Chairman of the Communications
Department, has already presented a list of requirements his
department would want met to enact the second idea. Among
these requirements are the hiring of two full-time faculty members, one who would have firing and hiring power over students
and who would have final editorial say over the student editors.
The Communications Department would also need an estimated
$100,000 a year to run an improved paper with proper facilities
worthy of a quality institution.
It has to be kept in mind that all of these proposals are in the
drawing board stage, but I feel that if major changes are to be
made, then the students and faculty should be in on the drawing
board stages.
ASUOP has organized a search to find out how other universities have their student papers set-up. Now is the time for
students and faculty members to give their input if they care
about the future of the student newspaper. Many of us on the '
staff feel that the current Board should be changed. Many Board
members are suffering burn-out from being through so many
emotional situations. Yet we feel that the school cannot at this
time even seriously consider spending a $100,000 a year plus
hiring two full-time professors.
.
What should be done? The paper for the first time in current
history will finish the year with a surplus rather than a deficit.
This proves that a financially sound paper can be run by.students.
There are many sides to the quality issue. The paper seems to
have improved dramatically in design and story quality over the
last two years.
As I stated earlier, I agree a change must be made but
nothing as drastic as what has been suggested. What we need
now arc i.deas and feedback from the University community.
Please address letters to the paper, or better yet come up to our
offices in the 3rd floor attic of North Hall.
I hope that my colleagues on the Pub Board are not offended
by me bringing this issue and their proposals out into the open.
Too many times at UOP I have seen important decisions that
concern the students and faculty made behind c.osed doors.
Speak up and let your voices be heard.
. D~n Sousa
I

NO
7ARKIN6

Athletic Department needs to
look at its ·gOals and corp petitio
Reality ... Is this a forgotten
word as the UOP athletic program continues to operate in
Division I?
The positive reality of the
program is the coaches and
boosters. We have some very
dedicated people who are paid
far less than coaches at other
Division I schools. Bob, Tom'
Terry, John, Dennis, Glen,
Bucky, Carla and the remaining
coaches perform miracles with
very slim resources. At the same
time, a handful of enthusiastic,
dedicated boosters try to raise
funds to keep the athletic program afloat.
Funds bring us to the overwhelming negatives--all having
to do with the fantasy of what
constitutes a Division I program. We're losing Bucky
because of lack of funds. We
have teams. that get along on the
lowest funds in Division I. We
have boosters who are led by
one of the finest executive direc-

tors in the business and have to
scrap and scramble to raise
money. The $800,000 to
$900,000 raised isn't the millions
of other Division I schools.
UOP seems to be living in
the 40's and 50's. I remember
those days of the amateur, not
professional, college athlete. My
father was involved in the football program of a small college
named San Diego State. Their
40's and 50's budget probably
was little different than COP's,
but their 80's athletic program
is in the millions of dollars.
This is the mega-bucks 80's.
Stanford boosters raise $20
million. Tarkanian is paid
$75,000 by the boosters alone
(or was). And J.erry Pimm
didn't go to UCSB just because
of sun and surf. A friend of my
older son is a defensive football
coach at a university in a minor
Division I league . He makes
$42,000 a year plus car, apartment and traveling expenses.

You know that's more
most of our teams have for
entire season. Wouldn't ~,c:~515[-ssz.-;~~:=~
our departments like to ~~~
that much .in their budgets?
know that JUSt about meets
budget!
The reality is that UOP
ing to complete in Division
with its mega-buck attitudes
like the UNL V or
basketball players trying to
tend Harvard. Do we really
the resources to use millions
dollars to compete successftlll
in Division I? Or should
millions (or even hundreds
thousands) be put more
ly into upgrading academic
grams, raising faculty
and saving department
The reality of
athletics is not the fantasy
40's and 50's. It is the
bucks of the 80's. Is UOP
to face this reality?
- Durlynn

El Salvador fa.ces run-off election in May
Last Sunday, presidential elections were held in El Salvador. The
upper class knew that their candidate,
Roberto d' Aubuissqn, had the elections wrapped up. However, the opposition, Jose Napoleon Duarte, felt
the same.
After numerous
burea~cratic "mix ~ps,·: b~llot box
explosiOns a~d vanou~ mc1dents of
foul play, netther candidate earned a
·majority of the vote. El Salvador
remains in a st_ate o! uneasiness. The
run-off electiOn 1s , scheduled f?:
May! but the country s probl~ms w1h
contmue long after a wmner 1s selected_. Even tho_ugh ~any people
behe~e ~he electtons w1ll s~lve ~he
conflict m El Salvador, th~ s1tuat10n
needs to be understood With greater
depth. .
.
An 1mportant actiOn tha~ the l!S
had. undertak~n was the mee~mg wtt.h
leftist guernllas to explam theu
si!lnifi_<:ance in last Sunday's elections.
The US would've liked the leftist guerrilla
group to have had a candidate in the elecuon so t~at tne people of El Salvador
can dec1de on the form. of govermen~ for ~h~ country •!!stead of .
holdmg a c1v1l w~r. Despite US attempts, the guernlla group w~s not
on ~he ~allot last Sl!nday. Thts d1d
~ot mv~1d:'-te t~e votmg process, but
stmply hm1ted 1t. .
.
The two can~1dates m the runoff for Pres1dent are Jose
N,apo1e~n D uarte and Roberto
d AubUlsson. Duarte, founder of the

Christian Democratic Party, believes
that the turmoil in El Salvador cannot
be solved militarily. · He feels that
democracy must be fortified by increasing reforms that will strip the
guerrillas of their popular support. . • .
elected President . he will cl!"mA·•
respect for the laws and defend u 1c
system. Duarte believes that this is.!..
only way to stop this "culture of
terror."
The second candidate, Roberto
4' Aubuisson, represents the
Nationalist Republican Alliance.
D' Aubuisson has the presence of a
playboy, the gift of telling a good joke,
and the aggressiveness that is required
to run for President in El Salvador.
He supports the oligarchy; that is, the
few ~uled ~y the many. Also, he has
pubhcly satd that if elected, he would
deal with the leftist guerrillas in a
strong violent manner. D' Aubuisso
has been called "a murderer" and is~
strong supporter of the war in El
Salvador.
. So, which candidate does the
Umtl!d States support? Considerin
that the US is not :tt lihPrtv 1 ~
pllhJicJy '.":ldorse a caudidate, - let ,
l~ok ~~.the situation nbjectively. 11 ·
d _AubUlsson wins, President ReagaP
wil~ be in a sticky situation. Tl "~mted States has already stated that
11 fully supports the El Salvadorean
government·
·
• w1'th d'A u b msson
· as
.
President this means that the US
would support "a m urd erer, " one of

the greatest violators of human ·
and an oligarchic system of
ment. Reagan would have to
supporting the government
of losing face during this
lion year, yet what are the chances
Congress allocating millions
'ollars to a country where
rights are continually violated
decision of a few wealthy
the fate of the others?
As it stands, Jose
Duarte is the best option for
United States. If Duarte wins
elections in May, El Salvador's
will look much brighter than it
now. There would be
moderate steps to bring
in El Salvador through
Duarte's approach to human
much more ·acceptable to the
than that of d' Aubuisson. Even
Duarte is elected, there is
speculation about his
There are fears tha the highly
vative oligarchy will not allow
and Duarte would become
marionette, the strings controlled
he oligarchy. Congress is "'~'~ 1·eu••u
• designate funds to a
spects the righs of the
rather than violates them.
results of the upcoming election
determine not only the fate of
ll al America
but the fate
President Reag~n.
. Lori carfsOI
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JC dean honored by
KCRA internship interviews to begin
hool of Education
gr~at
By Mary Calabro

Mary Calabro
St11ff Writer

Ju.lius C. Manrique,
Dean of Student Services
Junior College, was
Education Alumnus of the
at the UOP 21st Annual School
EdUC<\tion Honors and Recognitio~
on March 24.
or. Elmer U. Clawson, acting
of the school, said Manrique
selected by the Educational
Council ''because of his conto the School of
· ''The School of
"~~~~~'"J" benefits greatly from the
Clawson said. "We aotheir contributions."
"'"""'"":; is representative of the inachievements of Alumni
the School of Education. He
helped to raise funds for the J.
Jantzen Scholarsh'i p."
Manrique, in commenting on the
said he felt honored to be so
·•nu......~~-· He added that he "came
a family of migrant laborers"
is the only one of fifteen who has

achieved a. college education.
Mannque has been involved in
several
professional
and CIVIC
· ·
•
.
,
orgamzatiOns m the Modesto area.
He was named an Alumni Fellow at
UOP • ~erved as chairman of the
Educational Alumni Council and
helped tG raise funds for the Jantzen
Scholarship. A native of Oakdale, he
~as served Modesto Junior College
smce 1973.
Before assumirig his current
position, he was Assistant Dean of
Continuing Education and Assistant
~ean of Instruction at the school. He
ts a past principal of the Modesto
Evening High School and has held
administrative positions with the
Modesto City School Di~trict.
Manrique received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from San Jose
State University and completed his
doctorate at UOP in 1975. He commented that during his studies at
UOP, he liked "the sincerity and
honesty" of his professors. He is a
member of Phi Delta Kappa and
other professional societies in the
field of Education.

the-job work experience.
This internship program allows
students the opportunity to ask
questions and observe the process of
television broadcasting as it happens.
It is an ideal medium for the exchange
of information as education and
business work t~gether in an effort
to help today's Communication and
Journalism students.
A student who took advantage
of this opportunity in Spring, 1983,
was Rosanne Sino. "I enjoyed my
experience and I learned a lot about
what life was all about," she said.
"You can see how they put a story
together. I recommend this program
to anyone interested in having a
career in television.''
Another student currently
working at KCRA is Courtney
O'Gradie who said, "I enjoy it.
What you learn through the program,

St11ffWriter

Have you ever wanted to become
involved in an exciting career in
broadcasting? If so, consider the opportunity to be a KCRA intern. Interviews will take place between April
9th and April 20th.
"This internship is for those
students having a sincere desire to
pursue television as a career, whether
it be in news or production," commented Jody Smith, CO-OP Coordinator. Qualifications include being
enthusiastic and assertive. The
program is open to all, sophmores,
juniors and seniors.
The KCRA-TV Internship
program was developed in the early
1970's in an effort to assist enterprising college students to round out
their academic training with some on-

By John McCormack
Staff Writer

The anxiety was high on Thurs-

day, March 22, as fraternity rush
finally came to an end when 118
rushees received bids to become active pledges at the four social frater-

GUARANTEED
REPAIRS

r

• Scope check ignition system

Call for an Appointment

e YOUR FULL SERVICE SHOPe
DISC BRAKE RELINE

.

Change front d1sc pads. check rotors. 1nspect rear shoes
& drums. check hydraulic systems. adJUSt rear brake &
, brake

Lifelong Learning
Dr. Halvor P. Hansen, a
Communications department
professor, will be offcrin~ two
courses dealing with verbal and
non verbal language, through the
Office of Lifelong Leat ning.
The first course, Communicating with Verbal Language,
will be offered Friday April 27,
4:00-10:00 ph1 and Saturday April
28, 8:00 am-6:00 pm in WPC 119.
The second course, Com·
municating with Non Verbal
Language will be offered May 4,
4:00-10:00 pm and Saturday May
5, 8:00 am-6:00 pm, also in WPC
119
· Deadlines
.
are Apn'1 25 , f or
Part I and May 2, for Part II.

nities chartered by the university.
As several hundred persons lined
the street from Tiger Square to
Fraternity Circle, active fraternity
members yelled songs, sang chants,
blared sirens, and rang bells.
At approximately 4:15 pm., the
annual festivities began as Alpha
Kappa Lambda's pledge class of 22
trotted down Campus Way, around
Fraternity Circle, and finally to their
main house located off campus.
Omega Phi Alpha's pledge class of 35
followed, as they burst into a sprint
for their new fraternity quarters.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was next as
38 pledges marched in formation
chanting "SAE,SAE,SAE ... " Alpha
Kappa Phi's (Archania) new pledge
class 'o f 22 followed soon after
aboard the house's 1930 Seagrave
Firetruck.
Smiles were abundant, as were
enthusiastic bear hugs and beer mugs.
"Tis a most festive occasion,"
yelped an Archite pledge with a mug
in one hand, and a jar of pistachios in
the other. And his words seem to
reflect all those who were directly involved with bid day. "I'm extremely
happy with my decision," said an
Omega Phi Alpha Pledge, "and I'm
looking forward to pledging as well."

COPA Elections
COPA elections will be held
April 4-5 in the UC patio.
Students will need their
ASUOP cards.

Reception
Students interested in attending the communications reception
on April 3, can still RSVP
tomorrow at pre-registration at the
Communications booth.

Lecturer
The World on Wednesday
speaker scheduled for the April
fifth lecture is Professor George
Jones, chair of the Department of
Government at the London School
of Economics.
Professor Jones will speak on
British politics.
For more information, contact Cort Smith, Director of Center for International Programs, at
946-2591.

Pacifican
applications
due today

e Check cylinder balance
e Fuel/exhaust system check with

exhaust analvzer
• Gheck underhood fluid levels
e $15.00 Value al NO CHARGE for
Japanese cars and trucks only

Update

11'8 receive bids as rush cone Iudes

YOUR
JAPANESE CAR
SPECIAL

n 1n May

Pacific

you don't learn in a book. It's a
opportunity if you want to get Involved in news reporting. I go out into the community two times a week
with Kent Pierce and Rich Ibarra. I
have become more aware of what's
going on around me. I have met a lot
of people by being out in the field.
This is a great opportunity for people
going into television. It gives you
more insight in the field."
"Internships are an important
extension of classroom learning into
the practical world of work," according to Dr. Don Mayo, communication professor who acts as a
faculty supervisor for broadcast and
other mass media interns.
''This interface of UOP interns
and employers also provides a strong
bond between the university and the
community," Mayo said.
(continued on page 8. column 5)

• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• low hourly cost. Dedicated
full·time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPEe
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

.

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.

(P: ~;one"

,.,,;,;ooal

Quick Lunches

• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

TAKe OUT

•

C~·

DJN€ JN

957-7701

~~~

Open 7 Days a Wee"

4343 Pacific AventAe

11 uO A M 10 8 30 P.M

(Next to Domino's Pizza)

~-H.

MPUIN

EDUCAliONAl CENlER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

(916) 753-4800
204 F Street
DAVIS 95616
fer ln!crmatlcn About other Centtra
Outaldt N.Y. State
CAU TOLL fiiEE 800·223-1712

CAMPUS
HARMACY
In The Pharmacy School
Open Mon-Fri 9:00-5:30

Come see us at :
CHOCOLATE
FOOL,SDAY

946-2411
Student Charges:
Snacks and Candy
*Cosmetics
Suntan Lotion and
Sunscreens

'*
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April 1st 1984
Scottish Rite Temple
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Brt>akfast Serv~>d 8:00-11:00 am

2FORJ

CHOCOLATE GELATO
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.

Purchase 1 italian ice-cream
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE
Limit one coupon per person

*

l

expires 4/~184
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The haircut
you want ·
is the haircut
. you get.
we guarantee
•
lt.

has helped make us Amenca's
most popular haircutters.
Which only goes to prove that
when you give people exactly
what they want, they JUSt keep
CQrT'Iing back for more.

JU'pc,cu~;;·
We're changing the way America cuts its hair.
STOCKTON

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

951-8827

11-F 8-8 SAT 8-7 SUN 11-4

Feature
Update
Resident artist series
Flutist Shirley Do111inik and
pianist Rex Cooper will combine
their talents for a Resident Artist
Series concert at University of the
Pacific on Friday, March 30.
The 8:15 pm program in the
Conservatory
of
Mu sic
Auditorium will be open to the
public with admission being a $2
scholarship donation at the door.

Pieces of a Dream entertainS ca p
By Matt

C~bot

Staff Writer

The Long-Theatre at the University of the Pacific came alive with comedy, jazz, soul, and fusion, as Steve
Hudson, Norman Lankford, and
Pieces of a Dream filled the evening's
bill, Wednesday night.
The show opened with comediansinger Steve Hudson, whose singing
and guitar playing pleased the jazzconscious audience. Hudson remained
on as emcee for the evening, and provided comedy between the groups.
The first jazz ensemble to appear
on stage was introduced to the audience as Norman Lankford and
Group Therapy. This "mainstream"
jazz quartet started out their set with

.
d d
·1
an old Du ke Ell mgton stan ar entlted "Don't Get Around Much Anymore," and ended their section of the
program with the fun, upbeat theme
from The Flintstones. The piano
layer gave his own rendition of Ray
P
Charles' "Georgia On My Mind"
which was soulful and full of emotion.
Finally, after nearly two hours of
the "opening" entertainment, Pieces
of a Dream walked out onto the stage,
all wearing black leather pants and thin
ties. They opened with the title track
of their first album entitled Pieces of
a Dream which featured bassist Cedric
A. Napolean with a hot bass solo. The
next three songs we.re from their latest
album Imagine This (1983 Elektra
Records), which inclu~ed composi-

t1'ons of Herbie Hancock and Grover
Washington Jr. Grover Washington,
Jr. happens to be the producer of their
latest album, and he is featured on a
few songs.
The group showed their versatili. h' .
Sh d
ty and musicians Ip m "The a ow
of Your Smile," which broke from
their usual fusion-soul mode into a
more traditional jazz atmosphere.
Nevertheless, the energy was higher
than ever, during pianist James K.
Loyd's keyboard solo , who excited the
audience with his fast hands and intense facial expressions . At the age of
19, Loyd is the youngest of the group,
but not one of the members of "The
Dream" are older than 22.
Guitarist Randy Bowland and

.

d
drummer Curtis Harmon d~splahyoew
.
h t the entire s
their talent throug ou
'stent
by providing a st!ongh .c~f~~ solo
rhythm, not to mentiOn t eir
efforts.
.
f the
"The Dream's" portion °h r
1 ted a little over an ou '
prog!am as
h
gs such as "Fo
and mcluded ot er son

FiFo"(sungbybassist-vocalistce .
A · Nap· olean) , "It's
Time For Lovd~t
,
d 1 ·
e••
"We Are One, an a yncal ban'
sung by Napolean for the encore aq
Pieces of a Dream has been 0 ~the
road since March 13, and during th'
time their latest album Imagine '1'1..~
·~u
(continuedonpage6, column2) '
·

UPBEAT provides many exciting events
By Mike Bartram
Staff Writer

Do you ever wonder who
provides us all with the many exciting
events on the campus of UOP? Who
keeps us all entertained with the
films, lectures, and dances that
frequent Pacific? This very important, time-consuming job is held by
nearly 75 men and women who volunteer their time to ASUOP . These 75
students make up the Associated
Students Program Board (UPBEAT)
atUOP .
UPBEAT (University Programs
Board for Educational and Amusing
Times), headed by chairperson Marc
Gordon, is made up of eight committees, each in charge of a different activity on campus. lhese activities
range anywhere from films and fine
arts to lectures and indoor recreation.
UPBEAT is responsible for
everything but the concerts at UOP.
Up until last April , a different
organization, the Pacific Programs
Council, was in charge of the
weeknight
movies,
outdoor
recreation, Rathskeller programming, and the gallery. ASUOP was
responsible for bringing the weekend
movies, lectures, and various other
events to the campus of UOP. The
two groups . had no connection with
one another. Last Apri l the two.
organizations were joined and UPBEAT
was
for med .
The
collaboration saved money , but the
main objective was to better serve the
students. UPBEAT is a much bigger
part of ASUOP than was the PPC.
When asked how the change has been
for ASUOP, Marc Gordon replied,
"It is much easier, and everyone is
working
together
on
the
collaboration."
The UPBEAT staff has grown
considerably since it began last April.
When the program first started, there
was a total of eight members. Now,
nearly a year later, that number has
increased nearly ten times. Next fall ,
there will only be two chairpersons
who have had experience in ASUOP
before. Eight of the nine chairpersons for the fall of 1984 are as
follows: Candace Young (UPBEAT
chairpersun), Jane Pickering (cultural
awareness), Roger Murphy (indoor
recreation), Joel Harris (films), Linda Knoll (fine arts), Karen Strickland
(lectures), Scott Serpas (social), and
Monika Petro (special events). The

chairperson for the outdoor
recreation is yet to be filled, so
ASUOP will be accepting applications at·an upcoming date.
Some people may ask what the
various committees do. The eight
committees and their responsibilities
are as follows: indoor recreation organizes indoor activities and sports
tournaments; social- programs entertainment in the area of contemporary
arts such as music, comedy and dances in the various UOP facilities;
outdoor recreation - organizes outdoor activities for UOP students, ineluding everything from wilderness
trips, like ' camping or backpacking,
to one-day adventure trips such as
windsurfing; (Once again, the chairperson for this committee has not yet
been chosen); cultural awarenesspresents to the campus the customs of
various
ethnic
groups
and
foreign cultures as well as the issues
and problems that confront them;
fine arts - recommends ~xhibitions for

diverse selection of guest speakers to
students in a lecture, seminar or artist
-in-residence format. Once again, no
one involved with any of these committees has a paid position. It is all
volunteer work.
You may ask if UPBEAT has
anything on the horizon for the 198384 school year. The biggest plans
they have is for the annual Pacific
Daze, a weeklong series of activities
and fun events. Exciting activities
such as an elephant tug-of-war are
planned for the week. The weeklong
event will conclude with a Monte
Carlo Nite and the International
Spring Festival.
As anyone can see, UPBEAT
provides us with many exciting activities everyday on the campus of
UOP. UPBEAT has proven to be a
very positive addition for everyone
involved in any event at UOP.

the UC gallery, organizes trips to
museums and plays, and presents
campus programming in the fine arts
area; films - provi~es a well-balanced
film program weekends and
weeknights; special events - handles
all the lar~e. one-time activities, su~h
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Marc Gordon
as the homecoming king and queen
competition, college bowl, and Monte Carlo Nite; lectures ~ brings a

FAIRCHILD
The Microsystems Group is involved in the design, development, fabrication and assemblY of devices from digital logic circuits and MOS memories
to microprocessors and advanced ceo ccharge-coupled device> circuits
that act as both image sensors and signal processing devices.
If you're an outstanding Engineering Graduate in Electrical, Chemical or
rerated field , Fairchild can position you on the threshold of one of the
most dynamic, future-oriented industries.
The excitement begins the minute you graduate. The challenge lasts a
lifetime. Opportunities are available in Research, Design, Product Engineer·
lng, Process Engineering, Advanced Development Engineering, Marketing
Engineering, and Production supervision. our Microsystems Group has
locations in New York and California. we can offer you the location most
suitable to your professional goals and lifestyle.

see yoyr campus placer:nent offi_ce to secure an interview and receive informatto~ on the location and ttme of our presentation. we are an equal
opportunity employer, m/f.

FAIRCHILD

MicroSystemsGroup

A Schlumberger Company

Delivers Tomorrow's Performance TodaY

There are some ovrlorionr' OC
that words ju st can't describe .

The men of Sip,1a A 1p b"a E psi Ion
would like to proudly welcome

Hiiagen-Daz~
At Pacific and March Lane
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Reg. $20.00
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INCLUDES:
Large original pizza of your
choice, 4 salads, from our
Salad Bar and a pitcher of
Not good with any other discounted offer.
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Your ideas could create the next revolution in semiconductor technology.
Like to hear more about us?
Our company representative will be on your campus
Friday, April 6, 1984.
There will be a company presentation on
Thursday, April s, 1984_
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Bob Renken
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Staff Writer

of the relationships of the tJ.S. and
other nations and foster individual
growth through the challenge of
living and learning in a closely integrated shipboard community. .
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh in arrangement
with the Institute for Shipboard
Education, cruises have been sailing

How would you like to sail
round the world, on a luxury
aruiser, for four months and receive
cne semester of credit, just as if you
~ad attended college during that time?
The Semester at Sea program allows
approximately 500 students, in
good standing at accredited colleges
and universities, to take advantage of
this opportunity, especially those interested in international affairs and
intercultural relationships who wish
to experience a broadening of personality and development of
maturity.

since 1926. The S.S. Universe sails
twice a year under Mr. C.C. Tung of
New York, the chairman of the Board
of Directors for the Institute, and will
visit ten ports in the Mediterranean,
Middle East, the Orient and South
Asia this fall, and ten ports in
South America, Africa and the Orient

(continued on page 8, column I).

Entertainment Editor

Varying styles shown by band

Sean Penn gets ready for a date in the movie "Racing With the Moon. "

(continued on page 6, column 2)

'

Drama changes
A change in the drama
schedule has been announced by
the University of the Pacific
Drama Department.
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
was originally planned for April 57 and 12-14. It has been dropped
because of casting and crew difficulties, according to Dr. William
Wolak, chairman of the Drama
Department.
Instead of this show, the
drama students will present I Am
A Camera on April 12, 13, 14 and
15. The production will be in the
Studio Theatre and include a
matinee on April 15.
Tickets are priced at $4
general admission, with a $2 rate
for UOP students. For reservations, phone 946-2118.

By Dawn Polvorosa
A nice change from the fiasco of
My Favorite Year is Richard Benjamin's latest movie Racing with the
Moon.
Director Benjamin brings together
the acting talents of Sean Penn as
Hopper, Elizabeth McGovern as Caddie, and Nicholas Cage as Nicky.
Penn's film credits include Fast Times
Off The Cuff rock/ blues band
at Ridgemont High, Taps and Bad
will perfrom a show and dance tonight
Boys. Elizabeth McGovern is best in the University Center Patio from
known for her role in Ragtime and will
9:00p.m. to midnight. The group has
soon appear on the screen again in successfully turned back the hands of
Once Upon a Time in America.
time to the 50's, 60's, and 70's to bring
Filmed in Mendocino and Fort
a dynamic foot-s tompin show
Bragg, Racing with the Moon brings
some beautiful pictorials to the screen.
The northern coastline is the perfect
setting for this easy-going drama. The
story exemplifies a pre-World War 11
time where everything is rushed despite
the need to make everything go slower.
At the age of 18, Nicky has been Hopper's best friend since early childhood;
their friendship is strained by a forced
adulthood but finally merges together
in the face of eminent uprooting. At
the point of realizing just how uncertain their future is, Hopper and Nicky =
grope at the old life they'll soon be i>
:c~a:
.
1eavmg.
Hopper and Caddie moved t
through a courtship which involves no ;.
promises, only sincerely expressed ~
desires. Penn~ and l'ylcGoyern work j
well on the screen, together they share 11.t

Feature
Update

playing those musical memories of
yesterday today.
This group is the result of approximately two years search by Earl
Brown Jr. (UOP Grad '79), in the attempt to locate dedicated, talented
(Continued on
6. column 1)

Pianist to perform
Pianist Pau l Mi haly will
' present a recital at the University
of the Pacific Conservatory of
Music Auditorium on Saturday,
March 31.
The 7 pm program will be
sponsored by the Conservatory,
the Conservatory Student Senate
and the local chapter of the Mu
Phi Epsilon music organization.

Latin expert to speak
The founding director of the
Latin American Studies Center at
the Smithsonian Institution will
discuss "The U.S. and Central
America" in a talk on Thursday,
April 5, at University of the
Pacific.
The 7:30 p.m. event in the
Raymond Common Room will be
open to the public without charge
and deal with options for U.S.
policy in Central America.

The band Off the Cuff will perform a wide variety of music Friday at the UC Pat io.
--------------------------~

The Men of Archania
enthusiastically welcome an(l congratulate
our 23 Always Kocky-Phiters

I w nd recel·vein·I

n. w are an equa

Ri a l Barne tt

Todd Fo s ter

Brad Benson

Carl Fuller

Ma rk Meisenbach
Doug Merritt

J ohn Be rtsch

Mike Ga mboa

Robert Reed

L a rry Ch a n e y

John Gerlach

S,t eve Starr

Ben Durha m
Beau F i e lds

Fe rnando He rre ra

Spe ncer Stewart
Nick Ushijima

Rob Fo ss

Bra d Le ppi
Todd Ma rgrave

Howard D. Williams
'

James R. Wood, Jr.

We also wish to express our apprec~ation
to everyone who participated in jratermty-Rush.
Your acquaintance has been our pleasure.
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MarwanAwad
Don Brier
Jesus Casgi/lo
Mike Chen
Rainer De/Valle
Eric Dingler
Bill Funkhouser

Osman Gutacar
Woon Thiam Hiew
Richard McGinnis
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Rob Moore
Lou Nesta
Greg Peiker

Patrick Pejack
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Wade Schaver
Carl Swanson
Ken Tarver ,
Muneer Waheed
Michael Wells
Jim Gard
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eventh ranked Pacific Tigers soar o_
n the r~ad
fi

Sam Vaughn
Staff Writer

"If our kids play like that," says
women's softball coach Bucky
Reynolds, "they'll be in Omaha (for
the college world series). No doubt
about it!"
Her optimism stems from a
fourth place finish in last weekends
Pony tournament at Cal. State Fullerton, which featured the top teams in
the country, including last years national champion Texas A&M.

of home runs .
"Our pitching was outstanding,"
explains Reynolds. "We also hit the
ball. Everything came together. That's
the way they're supposed to play."
The Lady Tigers will travel to
USF on Thursday for a doubleheader
and return home for a NorPac
doubleheader against arch rival Fresno
State Saturday at the Lodi Softball
Complex, beginning at 12 noon. Sunday they will host the University of
Nevada Reno in a non-league
doubleheader (noon). The Tigers are

After losing their first game to
eventual tournament winner Cal-Poly
Pomona, the Lady Tigers (20-21-1) advanced to the tournament semifinals
by defeating Minnesota, Cal, Northwestern, and USIU. Despite an excellent pitching performace by junior
Kelly Mayer, they fell to top ranked
Fullerton 2-1, elminating them from
the tournament.
Mayer allowed only fo•Jr hits in
seven innings to a team which earlier
in the day drubbed eighth ranked
University of Utah 15-0 on the strength

currently 2-0
conference.

in

the

NorPac

A
A

2 0

l
Notes:
Sophomore Tammy Roslin leads the Lady
Tigers in three offensive categories: batting
average (.317); hits (34); and RBI's (14) ... she also
leads the team with an 11-5 win-loss
record ... UOP is allowing less than one run per
game (0.80 ERA) and has stolen twice as many
bases as their opponents (57) ... Pomona, Fullerton St. and Fresno St. finished ahead of the Lady
Tigers in the tournament.

I
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1 0
0

Staff Writer

March 20 Univ. of California at Berkeley
The Lady Tigers had their best
ever showing against University of
California at Berkeley, currently ranked 13th, but nevertheless came out on
the losing end 7-2. The meet was
highlighted for UOP by the strong performance of the Tigers No. I doubles

team of Irina Lee and Paige Jackson
by ousting Berkeley's dominant team
of Julie Grummel and Cardine Yao
1-6, 6-2, 7-6. Karen Waterman posted
the other win for the Tigers by soundly beating Tammy Neiman 6-4, 6-1.
"There was a couple close matches we
had a shot at winning that would have
made things a lot closer, but overall I
thought we played pretty well," commented head coach Gordon Grahm.

Movie:

Off The Cuff
(continuea from ,,age 5)
musicians. "Aii the members of
O.T .C. have extensive backgrounds in
rock, blues, jazz and R.&.B. and individually, we have performed various
areas of the United States," says
Brown.
The group is head1uartered here
in Stockton, and plans are underway
to cut an album this fall at Studio C.
Locally, Off The Cuff has performed at Hump's, Ol'e Cantina,
Bearcreek Lounge, Blackwater Cafe,
and Brickworks.
The members comprise of: Tommy Wilkeus Guitar/ Vocals, Gilcress
Timberlake Piano/ Keyboards, Mark
Gibson Bass Guitar, and Earl Brown
Jr. Drums .
In summation, Off The Cuff is a
professional group, with a professional
attitude providing that tight vintage
sound in party dancing entertainment.
Be there tonight and "Off The Cuff it
you have enough."

oming at U
(continued from page 5)
an intense but hopeless pre-war
relationship.
Racing with the Moon take~ a
long look at the characters in this small
town and brings a vivid portrayal of
their lives to the screen. This movie is
one of the best dramas to come down
the pike in a long time. (courte~y of the
Regency Theatre)
• ·:. e:e;·
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March 23 Harvard
The Tigers have had problems
with teams ranked in the top twenty
during this entire season. The losses to
the ranked teams of University of
Southern California, Pepperdine Stanford, United States International
University, and University of California at Berkeley, have accounted for 5
out of their 9 losses. Things were no
different when the hosted 19th ranked Harvard last friday, falling again
7-2. The only bright spots for UOP
came from its doubles teams. The No.
I team of Trina Lee and Paige Jackson
were able to knock off Harvard's
Elizabeth Evans and Robin Boss, 6-4,
6-2. While the No. 2 doubles team of
Annette Ward and Karen Waterman
were able to squeeze by Harvard's
Erica Smith and Debbie Haufman 6-7,
6-4, 7-5.

fun

(continued from page 4)

ha~

come to be the top seutng JaLZ
-"hum in the nation. This group •~
definitely going places. Their youthft.:,
clean-cut appearance combined with
incredible talent is going to launch
Pieces of a Dream to the toP of the
jazz scene.

·•

~• ·•

March 27 Univ. of Hawaii
The Tigers were able to move up
in there region by beating the University of Hawaii for the firt time 5-4.
Trina Lee, who has the best individual
stats for UOP, with a 15-10 overall
record, managed to slip by Hawaii's
Rosie Veracruz 2-6, 6-4, 6-4. Other
wins for UOP came from Annette
Ward who beat Hawaii's Robin Young
6-4, 1-6, 6-4; Paige Hodge who soundly beat Mindy Jadoni 6-4, 6-3; and the
No. 3 doubles team of Eve Zimmerman and Paige Hodge got by Hawaii's

2

0
0 0

Michelle Murray and Jeanne Gogot
6-3, 6-4. With these wins the Tigers
were tied at 4-4 going into the last
match. The last match was then decided by UOP's No. 2 doubles team of
Annette Ward and Karen W atermen
by just slipping by Hawaii's Robin
Young and Jeanne Gogat 5-7,6-3,6-4,
in a highly emotional match, that
. enabled UOP to nail down the win.
The win raised the Tigers overall
record to a respectable 13-10. Coach
Gordon Grahm is sticking to his
preseason prediction that his team will
reach the 20 win barrier with only 8
matches left. "I think the only teams
that will be in contention of beating us
are the University of California at
Irvine and the UniversitY of California
at Davis."

I

1

0
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Dorothy Kraemer
Staff Writer

The Ford Broncho II Volleyball
<:lassie .will be held April 6-8 (beginrung Fnday afternoon and running all
day Saturday and Sunday) in the sand
volleyball courts.
The following leagues have been
established to afford maximum par-

ticipation by students: Greek Man,
Independent Men, Greek Men, Independent Women, Advanced CoRecreation, Intermediate Co-Ree. ,
and Novice Co-Ree.
There will be raffles held for
high-quality long sleeve T-shirts and
volleyba~, all donated by Ford
Motor Company. T-shirts for first
first and second place in each league
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will be awarded.
Entries can be picked up in the
intermural office and must be submit·
ted by April 5th at 3:00pm.
Kathy Kline, of the departmen~
is very enthusiastic about the
volleyball classic and has high hopes
for a good turnout.1
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Intramural softball gets underway with daily afternoon games on the IM field.
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lsi Game
Nevada-Reno 7, UOP 0
NEVADA-RENO
AB R
Brown, 28
5 0
Sherman, CF
4 2
puzey, C
5 I
Higgins, I B
3 2
Savin, SS
5 I
Richie, RF
4 0
Vella. DH
4 0
Beinfest, 38
2 0
Bello, LF
2 I
Totals
34 7
UOP
carr, LF-28
Thomas, CF-P
Anderson, SS
Knox, DH
carroll, RF
Schultz, I 8
Merrill, IB
Vaughn, C
Brigman, 38
Walsh, 2B
McCahill, LF
Wagner, RF-GF
Totals

AB R
5 0
2 0
4 0
3 0
I 0
I 0
0 0
4 0
3 0
2 0
2 0
3 0
30 0

H

RBI
0
0

0
2
4
0

I
I
4

2

0
0

I

0
0
0

I

0
9

RBI
0
IJ
0
0
0

0
I
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

I

0
0
0
0
3

c

i

7

H
I

2nd Game
NEVADA ~p 2, Nevada-Reno 0
- NO
AB R
Brown, 2B
Sherman CF
4 0
3 0
Puzey,
Higgins, 1B
4 0
Savin, ss
3 0
Richie, RF
4 0
4 0
Johnson, DH
Beinfest, 38
~
Bello, L.F
2
Vella, PH
I 0
O
Totals
30 0
UOP
AB R
Carr, LF-2B
3 0
Thomas, CF
4 0
Anderson, SS
4 0
Knox, DH
3 0
Turner, DH
I I
Schultz, JB
2 0
Pappas, C
3 I
Brigman, 38
3 0
Walsh, 28
2 0
McCahill, PH
I 0
Carroll, LF
0 0
Wagner. RF-GF
3 0
Totals

0
0

0
0
0

Score by innings:
Nevada-Reno
004 020 100
UOP
000 000 000

.

H
3
I

0
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
7

RBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H RBI
0
0
0
0
2

I

0
0

I

I

0
I
I
0
0
0
I

0
2

0
0
0
0
0

29 2 7
r h e
2
- 7 9 I Score by innings:
r h
- 0 3 3 Nevada-Reno 000 000
000 - 0 7
000 000 002
E-Beinfe>t, Carr, Schultz, Pitz DP-none, LOB- UOP
- 2 7
UNR 7, UOP 10 2B-Puzey, Savin Game WinnE-Anderson
DP-non
LOB-UNR
7,
UOP 6 28ing RBI-Puzey
Johnson HR-Pappas (3) 5-Sherman, Carr
Schultz 2 Game Winning RBI-Pappas
'
Pitching Summary

Nevada-Reno IP
Barton, W(4-2) 9

H
3

R
0

ER BB
0
7

so

UOP
Pitz, L(3-4)
Counts
Thomas

H
6
2
I

R ER BB

so

IP
5
2

2

6
I
0

5
I

5
I

0

I

7
2
2
2

Notes:
--Brian Carr, who has stolen 29 bases in
35 attempt~ thus far was ranked eigh~h in the nation in stolen bases as of March 20.
--Darrell Van Roy is still ranked #I in the
country in wins. As of March 20, he was tops
with an 8-2 mark. Currently, he has improved
hi\ mark to I 1-3.
--The team is currently ranked ninth in the
nation in stolen bases with an average of 2.49
ai' game.
tenth.They are ranked ahead of Stanford who

Pitching Summary
Nevada-Reno
Marable, L(2·3J
UOP
Stone
Van Roy,

IP
8. I

H

IP
6
W(l 1-3) 3

H

7

s

2

R ER BB
2
2

so

R ER BB
0 0
0 0

so
4

0

--Inlastweek'sgames,theTigerswouldup
1-2 in their 3-game series with Santa Clara. The
Tigers took a 5-1 win at Hebert last Sunday
before dropping a pair on Sunday, 5-7 and 4-5.
-- In last Saturday's victory over Santa
Clara, Mike Pitz pitched 7 .I innings while aJiowing only two hits. He gave way to Van Roy
the 8th who recorded the win (the game
knotted at one when Van Roy entered).

Silence, Speed, Affordability ...

pm.

Have It All

high hope!

. _. not to mention Reliability. Exceptional print
quality. Easy to use. Advanced ink-jet technology.
Replaceable cartridge with no mess. And
Hewlett-Packard engineering. Think]et. The
personal computer printer. Come in and s~ee
it today. There's no reason
,
to settle for less.

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

. The University of the Pacific's
Tiger baseball team bounced back
from a discouraging 7-0 shutout at the
hands of the University of NevadaReno Wolfpack to score a 2-0 shutout
of their own on a dramatic 9th inning
homer by catcher Pete Pappas. With

the second game of Wednesday's twinbill running over into the ninth (it was
scheduled to go seven innings), UOP's
John Turner reached first on a single
to start the inning. Hobie Schultz
obliged with a sacrifice bunt to move
Turner to second before Pappas
unloaded on his two-run blast over the
rightfield wall.

The Tigers now hold claims to a
16-19-1 overall record and a 2-3 conference mark.' The Tigers will take
their momentum into their three game
series with NCBA rival Fresno State
this weekend with all three games being played at Stockton's Billy Hebert
Field, located one mile east of campus

on Alpine. The Tigers and Bulldogs
will meet at 3:00 Sa,turday before battling it out again in a I :00 doubleheader on Sunday. Sunday's doubleheader marks the second "25¢ Beer
Day" and is also being sponsored by
Skoal.

Pacific golf team finishes a disappointing third
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer
The Pepsi-Cola Northern California Intercollegiate golf tournament
may be hosted by Pacific; but the competition belongs San Jose as the Spartans again won the team title for the
third time in four years. Pacific finished a disappointing third behind UNReno. ·

Crew team
takes jerseys

6

~~==~===========================~
pi ked up in 1111
nd must be submit·

Tigers continue competition

Did you know that UOP has an
eleven member rowing team that
works out daily on Stockton's scenic
Delta waters? If you didn't before, you
do now. On Saturday, March 24, the
UOP crew team traveled to Lake
Natoma, Sacramento to row against
local
college
teams.
Varsity
heavyweights John Sandstrom, Peter
Candy, Todd Buckendorf, and Mark
Nielsen took a close second to St.
Mary's College. UOP grad Matt
Holmes also traveled with the team
and raced in his single-man shell.
The highlight of the day came
when the novice lightweight team took
first place in the 2000 meter varsity
competition. The crew members Steve
Annecone, Rich Lo, Scott McGregor,
Ken Garber, and their coxswain
Marilyn Berbano, finished two boat
lengths ahead of the second place crew.
Since crew tradition dictates that losing teams give the jerseys off their
backs to the winning team, look for
UOP crewmen wearing jerseys from
St._ Mary's College an.d. iu~
competitors.

San Jose dominated the individual
competition as freshman Larry Silveira
captured his first victory by one shot
one over teammate Carl Lundquist.
Brad Penfold was Pacific's highest
finisher capturing ninth.
Pacific opened the competition at
a record shattering pace. On the
strength of Jeff Wilson's double eagle,
a feat more rare than a hole in one, the
Tigers played the first nine holes of the
tournament seven under par to open
up a commanding lead.
But the Tigers could not keep up
the pace faltering some on the back
nine to possess a three shot lead over
San Jose.
Chuck Higgins, UC-Davis, opened the tourney with a front running 68;
but he would falter in the last two
rounds to finish back in the pack.
Many people followed Higgins posting
rounds around par including Silveira
(72), Lundquist (71), and Tigers Ken
Earle and Penfold at 71 and Wilson at

fifth.
Silveira fired another 72 to win his
first college tournament by one shot
over Lundquist, Spartan Dan
Coughlin and Daves. Dean Menante,
Reno , finished in fifth, four shot~ of
the pace.
Notes:
Pacific scores in the Pepsi-Cola Nor-Cal:
Brad Penfold 71-73-76-220; Jerr Wilson

72-75-74-221; Mark Sear 77-73-71-221; Kevin
Coombs 75-74-72-221; Jeff Brehaut
74-73-76-223; Ken Earle 71.78·76-226. Tiger Individuals: Beau Fields 76-74·76-226; Nick Ushijima 76-75-77-228; Todd Barsoui 78-73-80-231.
Jeff Wilson was not the only player to make
a double eagle. During the third round, Todd
HRmmond of UC-Oavis drained a driver for an
ace on the 271 )eard par 4 fifth hold for a double eagle. Wil\on\ came on the 472 )ard par five
eighth hole with a drive and a four iron.
Pacific's nc\t tourney is the United Stales
lnt,rcoiiPJ1iRte at Stanrord April 7 and 8.

72.
San Jose took a firm hold of the
tourney in the second round. Three 69s
paced the Spartans to a round of two
under par 353 and an II shot advantage over Reno and 12 shots over
Pacific.
Silveira's 69 and Lundquist's 70
gave them a share in the second round
lead by one shot over George Daves,
Oregon. Penfold's 73 gave him an outside chance to the title; but Wilson and
Earle faltered to take themsleves out
of the running.
San Jose was not about to give c
away its third Nor-Cal title as they increased their margin of victory to 17 ~
shots over Reno. Pacific finished third
four shots back of Reno with Oregon
and Oregg,n.S~ t:i.l:ilihing fourth and

i

Brad Penfold chips one up during the UOP Invitational at Elkhorn

c.c.
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Music history .helps to understand music

UOP evaluation in progress
~

'fconrinued _from page I)
to the rt:c.:ommendations. McCat frey
said the administration is in the
process of addressing the document.
McCaffrey said he will bring the
matter of faculty representation to
the May 11 meeting of the Board of
Regents. McCaffrey also announced
Jarvis will work with Smith to review
and possibly reduce the number of
university committees or the burden
of faculty service on less important
committees. Jarvis also will undertake a study to consider developing
ways to afford the opportunity for
faculty renewal and enrichment.
McCaffrey said he also will
initiate two or three other matters
m~ntioned in the report after he
discusses them with the Executive
Policy Committee in April. McCaffrey chairs the committee which consists of all the university vice
presidents and deans, the chair of the
Academic Council and the ASUOP

president. McCaffrey ~aid the committee, a principal adv_tsory ~ody .to
By Lynette Leinfelder
the President on major umverstty
Staff Writer
policies, will discuss the document ~m
an informational basis and present Its
We are often told that history
views and input to the President.
helps us to better understand the
McCaffrey said, "It's my anpresent. The same is true for music
ticipation that at the May_ II Boar~ of
~egents meeting, there wtll be act~ons . history - its purpose is to aid in the
understanding of music, according to
or decisions on most of the thmgs
Department of Music History chairthat were included in the faculty
man, Dr. George Nemeth. "I like to
report. Of course, it's clear that not
think it can give a perspective to the
all will be approved or adopted."
student of their own performance to
·Smith said such meetings betunderstand music better."
ween the Academic Affairs CommitThe Department of Music
tee and the Executive Board have
History
is one of the academic aspects
been
unprecedented
to
his
of the Conservatory incorporating a
knowledge. Wood said the committee
very heavy thrust in the humanities.
remains open to future meetings with
For
example, a music history major
the board. Wood noted after the
will
take such classes as philosophy,
meeting, "Undoubtedly, there will be
art history and three years of foreign
future meetings with the board. But we
languages. With these intense courreally have'to look at some other matses,
students will realize how music
ters now, which we can't let go by us
history fits in the panorama,
before the school year end_s."

Join the crew on 'Semester at
library, a bookstore, student union,
(cunrinued from pux~: 5)
theatre, cafeteria style dining room, a
this spring.
hospital, sport facilities, offices, a
While at sea, classes meet daily,
except Sunday. The ship is truly the snack bar, swimming pool, darkroom
and even a beauty shop. A closed cirstudents' campus and the world their
laboratory. Classes are led by cuit TV system allows appropriate TV
presentations to be shown. Three
carefully selected faculty members,
chosen each semester for their proven meals are served every day, with
record of successful undergraduate evening snacks available while at sea.
teaching and ability to be effective in Student organizations include choir,
situations requiring a considerable The Helm, (student newspaper),
Foreign Aft (student yearbook) and
degree of flexibility. While in port,
Typical shipboard
which is about one half the time of other groups.
the trip, 3-8 days are taken to study physical activities are organized, inthe countries. Field trips are used to cluding intramural tournaments.
Popular social events cover dances,
fulfill academic responsibilities and
talent shows, Neptune Day, art shows
full use is made of free time by attending specially scheduled events such and more, as well as religious services. Medical personnel are on duty
as lectures and musical performances.
Because the faculty and students 24 hours each day. Several exspend 24 hours together, the normal tracurricular academic programs are
student faculty chasm that divides also offered.
Overall, Semester at Sea presents
most campuses is closed quickly,
resulting in a situation where as excellent opportunity to step outteaching, counseling and sharing are side one's familiar society and
limiting lifestyle into a completely
merged into an on-going process.
This is one of Semester at Sea's new dimension of different ideals and
strongest assets. An Academic Dean · interesting habits. That experience
is appointed by the University of Pit- will, no doubt, leave one with very
tsburgh for each voyage who is fond memories, not to mention an
responsible for academic planning expanded knowledge of the world
and implementation of the program
and compassion for those who live
during the course of the voyage.
outside the U.S., gained while still
The 18,000 ton ocean liner in- studying for a liberal arts education
cludes classrooms, a 12,000 volume and most uniquely, sailing around the

S~a'

world. In the words of M.A. Griffifths, Executive Director of the In
stitute for Shipboard Education,
"Semester at Sea is more than just
another semester. It is a global
semester which combines a superior
academic experience with a unique
seagoing shared community and unparalleled travel opportunities
around the world." If you would like
more information on Semester at Sea
write Institute for Shipboard
Education, P.O. Box 1527, Orange ,
CA 92668 or call (800) 854-8790 or
(714) 771-6590.

that they have "two fe~thers un.der
Dr Nemeth pushes accomplishment o~ the student's instrumen~ so
their cap." When a student dec~des
to become a Music History maJO!,
Dr. Nemeth first asks what t~ey will
do with a Music History maJor! Dr.
Nemeth first asks what they will do
with a Music History degree. On a
nation-wide level, it is not a very large
major' however' it is constant..
Whatever the situation, the Music
History major must be prepared to
continue his education and work
towards a Masters in Musicology ~nd
probably even the doctroate. It IS a
"labor of love," Nemeth stressed.
Career and employment o!'portunities primarily involve teachmg ~t
the college Ievie, yet, some MusiC

Nemeth stated. It is also a very
research oriented major and the
students must be interested in doing
the research that humanists do.
"Real people did these things and
they have to be made to live," Dr.
Nemeth said.
Music History students, as do all
conservatory students, must also
meet the applied music requirement
and piano requirement. Dr. Nemeth
noted that they cannot just be
historians but they must also be
musicians. "They are here first to
become musicians ~ then you can
think about your specialty." In this
sense, we are "practicing what we
preach," Dr. Nemeth commented.
"They must get a good, rounded
musical education.''

Students surveyed on nuclear war
(continued from page I)
could not aid in prevention of nuclear
war then watched the movie and the
'
percentage
decreased slightly' to 41.4
percent.
·
Before the movte, 84.8 percent
of the total group had discussed their
opinions on nuclear war with their
family or friends. This statistic rose
sharply to 91.3 percent after the
show. Only lO percent of the total
group had spoken to elected officials
before the movie, and after the
movie, this figure increased only to

responses:
"I wish that the film makers
had not been required to cut down or
· rk
h
edit any of it (the movte)
I e t ey
were required to do. It is something
·
h
b
f't f
that 1s very roue a ene I
or
everyone to see."
"The Day After scared me. It
· made me realize the total destruction
power a nuclear bomb has ... "
" .. .it was kind of odd that four
of the men on the panel after the ,
show were rightists ... They should

10 2

' ~:~~~~~~

and other participants
offered their views about the movie
The Day After. Here are some of the

Search conducted for new dean
(continued from page 1)
submitted to Academic Vice
President Oscar Jarvis, who will, in
turn, invite the candidates to tour the
campus. They will then be interviewed by President Stanley E. McCaffrey and the Vice President.
Faculty input will be recognized so as
to ensure that the new dean will be
acceptable to all faculty members. No
absolute date has been set for hiring,
however, if the dean were selected
before summer, he/she would be able

Natio
LJpdate

to better prepare and acquaint himself/herself for the tall, Dr. Lowry
said.
All minutes of the Search Committee's proceedings are open and
available to the University staff. "It
is a rigorous professional search,"
Dr. Lowry commented, "and a lot of
work and time are being dedicated to
find the right candidates and
ultimately the most qualified person
Lor the position. _

have pre~eJ_Ited a wider r~nge of per.
sonal optmons on !';'uclear War for
the follow-up show·
"The best
. t way
t tto dprevent
.
a
0
nuclear war IS
s :=tr re ucmg the
nuclear an~~n::~l Th1~ mn~t hP cion1
h
··
d f .
11
owevt:r, ~qua_ Y an
atrl~,
those powers that have possessiOn
such weapons."
For complete res~ 1ts of the sur.
vey, co~tact. Dr. Judith Van Horn,
Academ1c Skills Center·
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(continued from page 3)
ENG Editing Assistant, Communi~
Stressing the importance of such
Relations
assistant,
Weatber
experiences as a part of liberal arts
As!>istant and Weeknight Research
education overall, Mayo said that the
Assistant. In Stockton and Modesto,
contributions made by the interns to
the camera crew assistant position i
available.
employers in the field also often
provide an avenue for entry level ·
Optional intern positions can II!
jobs, and successful professional
activated for a second intenship to
careers following their study at UOP.
students who have demonstrated
Mayo added that "KCRA is among
skills and interest in a particular area.
the most important of our broadcast
Optional positions are; Sporlllf,W'edrtesclay
industry friends and contributes
Assistant, Graphics Assistau~
much to the growth and success of
Sales/Marketing Assistant and Fit
UOP's communication majors in the
nerty & Co. intern assistant.
area of Mass Media and broadcast arIf interested in any of the
ts."
positions contact the co-op
KCRA intern positions available
946-2273 and make an am)Qirttmt.l
in Sacramento are, General News
with Jody Smith or Linda
News Producer Assistant

Mondalewin
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

~tJDAY

1
you want a challenging
career , ever-mcreasing responsibi ty , and the
prestige of being a co;nmissioned officer: then you
want the Air Force.
Engineers in today's Air Force receive these and
many more opportunities as leaders in aerospace
technology . Plus the Air Force offers many benefits
unequaled 10 private industry, such as 30 days of
vacation with pay each year.
Sound interestmg? If you have or are about to
receive your engmeering degree, why not check out
the facts? Contact your nearest Air Force recruiter or
call:
SSgt Wayne Mabry
If
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(916) 635-9618

RED U6HT

(Interested underclassmen contact ROTC
at (916) 454-7315)
You may call either number collect
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Nelct WeeK We'll

Care Bears'·

l3e

1 )\!:larold l

Say ''.you're special"
with a Care Bear Card
For a specie~l friend or just ·
to wish someone a happy
birthday, Care
Bears says it as no
one else can .
We also carry
Care Bears
• Party Goods
• Gift Wraps
& Trims

University Book Store
Unhtrlil)' Ctnltr • Stodctoa. CA 95111 • flt9) 946-tllt
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